
Notice of Closure of Business.  
 
So there is no easy way to announce this, but Hidden-Valley Flying 
Park Ltd has no clear path to an affordable planning application 
that would then grant the business permission from the South 
Downs National Park Planning Authority to allow us to 
commercially operate within the Park.  
 
 
Is it extremely unlikely that such a planning application would be 
granted under the policies that the SDNPA has to enforce. Perhaps 
the biggest showstopper focuses on answering 'why' we have to 
operate in the National Park, and we would need to demonstrably 
show that there are no alternatives outside of the park.  
 
 
FPV Racing had been highlighted given its raised noise level and 
the increased numbers of people racing attracts (when compared 
to pairs of people flying camera-drones etc): "...particularly new 
policies regarding protection of relative tranquillity, landscape 
character, biodiversity – an application would have to be 
accompanied by specialist surveys to address these policies."  
 
 
While Hidden-Valley Flying Park has always worked hard to 
establish as many points of contact for monitoring our impact as 
possible - our own 'unstructured' assessment could not be 
accepted on its own by a Planning Authority. Suitable 'specialist 
surveys' as they will require will vary in cost with the size of the 
area. This would include surveys of the WHOLE area.  
 
 
Conjecturally that could equate to similar to the costs for an 
application to building a new village or a road through the area 
(my own words!)… 
 
 
It is clear we can't even attempt to fund such an application, and 
even if we could it looks extremely unlikely we will change hearts 
and minds enough to emotively vote it through the issue of 'why' it 
has to operate specifically there. 



 
 
So to that end we cannot continue to commercially operate 
without planning permission.  
 
 
Additionally while Martin welcomes the public through all the rights 
of way around the farm and himself has no cause to complain 
about flyers, nor the resource to police / prevent flying on the 
farm, he cannot let Hidden-Valley Flying Park business 
commercially operate without planning permission, as per terms of 
his tenancy with the ultimate owner of the land, Brighton and 
Hove Council. 
 
Hidden-Valley Flying Park can no longer provide over-arching 
insurance, nor insist on protocol, nor act as an intermediary. We 
understand you will all still fly, so we take this last opportunity to 
remind you to do so safely and legally and only in areas where no 
bylaws or CAA regulations prevent flight. Currently there are no 
byelaws preventing flight in the National Parks. 
 
Now, being pragmatic, there was a doleful tone from the SDNPA 
team themselves. They acknowledged that Hidden-Valley had 
actually gone some way to actually solving a problem of 
coordinating response to model flight and liaison with the Drone 
Flying community in this small area of their national jurisdiction. 
 
The SDNPA are the arbiters and have had to make a tough 
complex call. It took them many months, and their advice to us 
represents a balance between what Hidden-Valley's interests are 
and the many people that the SDNPA have to be accountable to. I 
would personally like to thank them for their time focussed on this 
project despite the outcome being unfavourable for us. 
 
While this news is a bit of a downer for Hidden-Valley Flying Park's 
commercial operation, I actually pragmatically feel we have been a 
fair test 'case' in some new areas of policy and law. It was an 
interesting voyage. We know we 'did it right' and can hold our 
heads up.  
 



As a commercial entity the team behind Hidden-Valley do not have 
the appetite to start over on a new site, and are in the process of 
closing the company. 
 
To our members: Regarding the remaining nominal funds from 
membership fees which were unspent: I am proposing 
we distribute the ~£200 which remains in the kitty as a charitable 
donation to the Miniairshow crew (which is in Popham Airfield this 
year - www.miniairshow.co.uk). 
 
Technically that ~£200 is due to be divided across the ~60 
members who had remaining months when we suspended 
operations but if i divide it out prorate i will be sending out 
numerous £4.66 / £1.83 (etc.) payments to most of you - if you 
really want me to break it down and send you back your part fee 
of course I will, but to be honest I really hope you guys will be 
happy with me sending it as a donation to Andrew and the 
Miniairshow this year - if the Miniairshow is the lasting legacy of 
Hidden-Valley, then that is a damn good legacy :) 
 
Ill try to pop in on LetsDroneOut today after 8.30 if Jack will have 
me… 
 
Onward, upwards and forwards at speed :) 
 
	


